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UNIVERSITY EMPLOYEES RETIRE, REASSIGN
Emily Wuchner

this school year.

News Editor

University President Randy
Dunn said Vaughan had plans to
retire at the end of the school year
but after campus officials are beginning changes after low enrollment
numbers, Vaughan pushed his
retirement up to the end of November.
"Jim is a very dedicated person to
this University and I think his feeling is that if he is going to start a
new set of initiatives and get things
underway, he wants to be able to
see them through," Dunn said.
"Knowing he was going to retire at
the end of the year ... my impression is that knowing that we are
starting those new initiatives right
away, he felt it was best for him to
go ahead and retire presently."
Dunn said . Zaporozhetz, who
requested reassignment last week,
is working with the Provost's office
to find a new position, which may
be a full-tenured professor in Uni-

In spite of several high profile
retirements. University President
Randy Dunn said the recent retirements were do not indicate a ncga·
tive trend for the University.
Assistant Vice President for
Enrollment Management Jim
Vaughan announced his retirement
last week, just shortly after numbers indicating a decline in enrollment was released. During the
same week Dean of Libraries Laurene Zaporozhetz requested reassignment.
Vaughan is one on a list of cam·
pus staff members including Director of Marketing and Public Relations John McDonald, Dean of Science, Engineering and Technology
Neil Weber and Denn of Health Sciences and Human Services Betty
Blodgett who already retired or
have plans to retire by the end of

versity Libraries or in the school of
education. Former Acquisition
Librarian Adam Murray was named
interim Dean of Libraries effective
Oct. l. Provost Gary Brockway was
out of the office and could not be
reached for comment.
Dunn said all the staff members
chose to retire or to be reassigned
and were not fired.
"Part of this is that we have a fairly veteran workforce at the University, so it's not unusual to see these
types of changes take place," Dunn
said. "In part, with some of these
people, it may be the case as we
start to do some things differently."
Dunn said he doesn't anticipate
many other retirements this year.
"I don't see this as some sort of
Exodus from the University or an
indication that there is any difficulty in that sense,'' Dunn said. "It's
just not out of the question when
you see some sort of change in a
university administration and some

new things that get on the table to
do, for certain people who are at
retirement point to think through
pretty carefully, 'Well, do I want to
kind of start out on the long hall for
this new plan or this new thing or is
it the case that J want to go ahead
and retire?' I think some of those
people just made that decision."
In the meantime, Dunn said work
is underway to replace the deans
and find a replacement for McDonald.
"We've had some discussion
about maybe having a director of
communication and then some people working under that director.
That's still under discussion now,"
Dunn said.
Vice President for Student
Affairs Don Robertson will oversee
the enrollment department after
Vaughan's retirement and no interim will be appointed Dunn said.
Emily Wuchner can be reached at
emily.wuchner@murraystate.edu.

Differen angle, ifferen pro lems
University examines wheelchair accessibility
Emily Wuchner
News Editor

Junior Evan Espey disassembles his wheelchair before storing It In his vehicle.

While getting dinner at Winslow Dining Hall is
second nature to some students, it is a process that
takes a lot of planning for junior Evan Espey.
After wheeling to the far side of the building, he
maneuvers his way up a ramp and then back to the
front of the building. After entering the facility, with
help from 3-P. automatic door opener, Espey grabs a
tray (as long as the stacks aren't too high) and
stretches for some silverware. After ordering his
food, workers usually reach around the glass so he
can take his plate.
Espey then balances the tray on his knees before
wheeling over to the drink machine and stretching,
once again, to get his beverage. If he needs ketchup
or other condiments, Espey has to hop up on the
wheel of his chair.
But he's not complaining too much.
Espey has Spina Bifida and bas been in a wheelchair his entire life. And while he's learned how to
deal with some situations, simple tasks some take for
granted are an inconvenience.
"The printers in Waterfield Library are not accessible," Espey said. "The printers are tall, and then on
top of that are put on those high shelves next to the
print command computer, and I have to sit on one of
my wheels to get my paper off the printer, or have
someone hand it to me, and I am lucky that I have
the mobility to do that - many people in wheelchairs
cannot sit on their wheels."
Espey said it is difficult to wheel on sidewalks
with large cracks on them, especially if he is in a
hurry. He also has to plan extra travel time, if it
means getting across campus or waiting for an elevator, to get to class on time.
But he has learned to adapt.
People are always willing, and sometimes insistent, on helping him get food or open doors, even
though Espey said he is very independent.
"There's plenty of electronic door openers and
there's plenty of handicapped parking," Espey said.
John Osting, director of academic services for the
athletic department, also said the University is fairly
accommodating.
"There's not too many places I've seen on this
campus that haven't made some sort of effort," Ost-

ing said. ''There could be some improvements, but
from what I've seen it's as good as any place in the
country."
Osting attended Murray State before becoming a
staff member Ll years ago and said he has since seen
improvements on campus. One is the new glass elevator in the Curris Center, which is much larger than
the elevator previously available.
Ovl!rall, Osting said the people on campus and
University officials are very helpful.
"That's one of the reasons that it is as good as it
is," Osting said. "The people on campus are willing
to make any accommodation they need to. The service aspect is top notch."
Kim Oatman, director of facilities design, said
Murray State works hard to aid students in wheelchairs. Elevators, wheelchair ramps and electric
door openers are some of the features.
''We design our sidewalks to meet the standards
for wheelchairs,'' Oatman said. "We also. in new construction, make sure there is proper space in the
door widths."
Facilities Management is constantly making
improvements to sidewalks, enlarging restrooms
and adding handicapped parking spaces. Right now
workers are upgrading an elevator in Blackburn Science building, Oatman said.
In the future, Oatman said she hopes to fix sidewalks in the mall area and said the new Public Safety building will include new walks and ramps.
Velvet Wilson, director of Student Support Services works v.ith handicapped students on campus.
"In some instances, it is with advising to make
sure there is enough time between their scheduled
classes," Wilson said.
Student Support Services also makes adjustments
in seating to accommodate wheelchairs or puts
desks in classrooms so handicapped students have a
place to write. Wilson said they talk to Housing to
make sure residential colleges are acceptable.
"We work specifically one-on-one with the student to assess what there need is for the classroom,"
Wilson said.
Murray State is not as spread out as other, larger
universities. so it is easier for handicapped students
to get around campus, Wilson said. And while the

see ACCESSIIILRY. 3A

Campus transportation survey results posted
Robin Phelps
Staff writer
Murray State students constantly voice
their opinions, however trite and unreasonable, about the University's parking
situation.
Thanks to the Parking and Transportation Work Group, a survey was compiled
to get authentic input from Murray State
students, faculty, staff and community
members about Murray State transportation.
Within the survey, posted on Murray
State's Web site from Aug. 31 until Sept
21, the Murray State community was able
to offer their preference about paying a
fee for use of a parking deck or a fee for a
fiXed route transit system by shuttle.
With 728 respondents, including 590
Murray State students completing the
transportation survey, 46.7 percent of
people voted in favor of a paying a fee for
use of a shuttle and 39.8 percent voted in
favor of paying a fee for a parking deck
,according to the Parking and Transportation survey.

The option of constructing a 500-space
parking deck, costing $3.8 million was
included in the survey and explained the
cost of building and maintenance of the
deck.
Jessica Stone, senior from Barlow, Ky.
.said the idea of a parking deck would be
the most reasonable.
"You can have a lot more people park
their cars, whereas public transportation
can only take a limited amount of people
and gas is always up and it's never stable," Stone said. "I'll know there's more
places to park and I won't have to worry
about (a shuttle) being there on time.''
In regard to the price of parking in the
deck, Stone said the parking spot would
be worth the cost.
"If I had to pay per day I'd be fine with
that, but I wouldn't pay an hourly fee,"
Stone said. "Either way, students arc getting charged, .s o I'd rather pay a fee for a
parking deck."
Although Stone agrees with the construction of a parking deck, Becky Watts,
deputy to the President, said the results
of the Parking and Transportation Survey

revealed otherwise.
"There's a clear consensus that there's
not support of increasing or creating a
fee that would only help a few," Watts
said. "A parking fee would get expensive
on a daily basis."
Along with the high cost of the facility,
many opposed the idea because of the
parking garage's appearance.
"There's concern about how a parking
garage would fit in with the look of the
campus," Watts said.
Though a parking deck may seem like
an eyesore to Murray State's campus,
Stone said the construction of a parking
deck is inevitable.
"I'd like to preserve Murray State's
look, but the University is growing and
we're going to have to make accommodations for that growth,'' Stone said.
"They're going to have to build a (parking
deck) at .some time."
The other option of a fixed route transit system, presented by the Murray Calloway Transit Authority, explained a

see TUIISPORTATIOII, 3A
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Cars fill campus lots, leaving some students without a parking spot.
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campus briefly
sept.27

Monday

•S p.m. Leadership Workshop Series; Curcis Center Mississippi Room; program and
event planning; call 809-6953 for more
information
•7:30 p.m. Cinema International: "Water":
Curris Center Theater, free

Sept. '13

•7:30 a.m. Classes dismissed for fall break
•10 a.m. Tickets go on sale for the Third
Day/Jars of Clay Christmas Concert Nov.
30; available at the Regional Special
Events Center or at tickermaster.com, students $8, general public $12
•3 p.m. Women's soccer vs Morehead at
Cutchin Field
•7:30 p.m. Cinema International: ''Water";
Curris Center Theater, free
•8 p.m. Ashley Monroe concert; Lovett
Auditorium: visit ticketmastcr.com, $10

Saturday
•7 p.m. Bryan White concert; Lovett Auditorium; visit ticketmaster.com for more
information, $15
•7:30 p.m. Cinema International: "Water";
Curris Center Theater, free

Sunday

in a motor vehicle accident without injuries at Hardee's. The
•4:30 p.m. Informational meeting for the
Murray Police Department and
Speech and Debate Union; Hart ThroughTransportation Services were
brewed cafe: call Dr. Crystal Coleman at
• notified. A report was taken by
809-4467 for more information
the Murray Police Department.
•6 p.m. Home-cooked meals provided by
9:S6 p.m. A caller from CoUcge
church groups; Wesley Foundation, free
Courts requested to speak with an
officer regarding threats from an
ex-spouse. A report was taken for
terroristic threatening in the third
•5 p.m. Campus Activities Board meeting;
degree. An emergency protective
Curris Center Tenn<:ssee Room; open to
order was issued.
the public, guests welcome
' 11:01 p.m. Murray State Police
•7:30 p.m. Joel Goldman talks about "Sex
issued a citation to james M.
Under the Influence"; Curris Center BallBurgess. a freshman from Mayroom, free
field, Ky., for possession of alcohol by a minor.

Wednesday

Sept.28

•7:30 a.m. Health Awareness and Screening Fair; call Amelia Dodd at 809·6463 for
12:13 a.m. A caller from Richmond
, College reported an intoxicated
more information
resident was causing problems in
•1:30 a.m. Staff Congress meeting; Cunis
the the building. The resident had
Center Mississippi Room: open to the
public
gone back to their room on officer
•S p.m. Student Government Senate meet- arrival
ing; Curris Center Barkley Room; stu- 1:52 a.m. Murray State Police
arrested Katherine L Bell, a fresh·
dents may share issues; open to the public
man from Wingo, Ky., for a first
•6 p.m. Restaurant tour; meet at the Wesoffense of driving under the influ·
ley Foundation across from White College; carpool to local restaurants; open to
ence while under 21 years old.
the public, $10
2:'51 a.m. A caller from the Alpha
Tao Omega house reported inap•7 p.m. Christ Ambassadors; Weekly
propriate
behavior
toward
Word and Worship; Curris Center Thefemales. The caller was referred
ater
to the Murray Police Department.
7:30 p.m. oct n: Murray state 12:41 p.m. A Murray State Police
Theater Department presents Meat on a Hot Tin officer saw two subjects emering
an upstairs window of the Kappa
Root," Robert E. Johnson Theater, free to stuSigma house. The subjects were
dents, $10 for general admission
working on the property.
4:50
p.m. Murray State Police
···········································:
issued a citation to Marcus D.
Yarbrough, a nonstudent from
Cinema International
Huntingdon, Tenn., for driving
with a suspended license, expired
: Lone Star (USA): Oct. 18-20
license plates and driving without
: Children of Men (USA): Oct. 25-27
insurance.
:Letters From Iwo Jima (USA): Nov.l-3 :

Coming Up:

Now Playing

..

.:

: Movies begin at 7:30 J?.m. in the Curris :
:Center Theater. Adm1ssion is free.
!

.
...................................•.........

•1 p.m. Women's soccer vs Eastern Kentucky University at Cutchin Field, free

~:56 p.m. A caller from Hart CoUege ~ed

9-.33 a.m. An officer was involved

Tuesday

Friday

Oc:tober4,2007

Police Beat - - - - - - - -

This week
.Today

the news

If you woUld like an event to appear Ia
rhe This Week section, 611 out a tQrm ba
the Murray State News offke atm WU..
son Hall. fax to 809·3175 or e-mail mfor·
marion to ncws@tnurra}'f-.-.
.Please subihlt events 'W W~
at noon. We cannot gwl!'antee aU 40iw.
wiU be published.

Sept.29

1:44 a.m. A caller from the Pi
Kappa Alpha house reported a
subject passed out in the front
yard. The Murray Police Department was notified.
8:'51 a.m. A caller from North 16th
Street reported a motor vehicle
accident involving a Murray State
grounds vehicle. There were no
injuries. The Murray Police,
Department and Transport at ion

come join us at

Christian community Churth
10:30 sunday
1201 S. 16th St.
Corner of 16th and Glendale
(270)759-4404

Church clothes...

Church music!

Loving God, Reaching People

www.murrayccc.org

...

a woman talking on her «11 phone in the com·
~uter lab. The woman was asked to stop talking on her phone and asked to leave, but
would not. An officer tOld the woman to leaw
the lab and not return Ulltil the lab ~r
!gives her permission.
Services were notified.
9:43 a.m. A caUer notified Public
Safety that an Army Black Hawk
would be landing in the stadium
parking lot for an Ro·.rc program.
12:01 p.m. A caller from Hester
College reported water being
dumped in the second-floor 'hallway. Central Plant was notified.
8:00 p.m. An officer reported a
squirrel in the study room of Old
Clark College. Central Plant was
notified.
9:46 p.m. A person at Public Safety asked to speak with an officer
regarding sexual assault A report
was taken for sexual abuse in the
third degree and indecent exposure.
11:57 p.m. Murray State Police
arrested Tyler M. Hall, a freshman from Wingo, Ky .. for driving
under the influence, failure to
yield the right of way pedestrians
and no proof of insurance.

Sept.30
2:10 a.m. A caller from North
Farm reported a cow loose on
16th Street and Diuguid Drive.
The cow was located by an officer.
10:49 a.m. A caller from Cypress
Springs Resort Area reported
finding an unusual snake.
12:22 p.m. The residence director
at Franklin College reported that
a student wanted to speak to an
officer regarding unwanted contact with another student. A
report was taken.

Oct. I
9:22a.m. A caller reported a white
Husky dog loose in the Quad .
Animal Control was notified. The
dog was gone upon officer's
arrival.
1:41 p.m. Murray State Police
arrested Saptagiri Guntuboyana, a
graduate student from Murrny,
Ky., for sexual abu:;c in the third
degree and for indecent exposure.

B:S8 p.m. The residence d irector
of Hester College requested an
officer for a group in the lobby
being loud. The group was watching a ball game. They will keep
the noise down.
9:49 p.m. The Murray Police
Department told Public Safety to
be on the lookout for a stolen
camper.
11:41 p.m. Murray State Police
issued a citation to Nawaf
Alrasheed, a freshman from Murray Ky., for driving with one'
headlight and not having a valid
driver's license.

Oct.2
8:14 a.m. An officer reported an
abandoned vehicle in the White
College parking lot. Officer was
not able to contact the owner
after several attempts. The vehicle had been in the lot all summer
and had several parking citations.
The vehicle was towed.
11:25 a.m. A caller from Faculty
Hall reported racial remarks writ·
ten on the elevator. The remarks
had been erased by the time an
officer arrived. There was no
damage to property.
2:00 p.m. Murray State Police
issued a citation to Dillon
Thweatt, a freshman from Murray. Ky., for the theft of less than
$300, for possession of a previously stolen Murray State parking
decal.
6:14 p.m. A caller from the mall
area reported a crate covered
with orange tape in front of the
Applied Science building. Officer
reported the crate was left from a
program the previous night.
Motorist assists - 0
Racer escorts - 3
Arrests- 3
Emily Wuchner and Alaina Zanin
compile Police Beat with materials
Publk Safety provides. All dispatcht>d calls are not listed.
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TRANSPORTATION
From Pagel
"MSU Go Racer PASS Program" that would
transport students on and around campus.
Watts said the variety of responst•s to the sur·
vey were vast, but indicated several ovt:rall consensuses.
"The results are sort of what we expected
them to be, which is all over the map," Watts
said. "But there is significant interest in pursuing a trolley or shuttle system."
Sarah Smith, freshman from Paris, Tenn., said
she could benefit from a shuttle system.
"I've given up trying to find a good parking
spot because it always makes me late for class.
so I have to park on the other side of the world,"

Smith said. "Parking is a hassle and 1 think (a
shuttle) would be less trouble. It would be less
people on the road, more convenient and safe."
Safety and convenience may be a concern for
many, but according to the Parking and Transportation Survey, "Estimated costs to run two
routes with stops every 10 to 15 minutes from 7
a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday. midAugust through mid-May with up to 10 stops on
campus and in the community arc about
$240,000 per year. Such a project would be in
addition to the University's existing expenses."
For Smith, the benefits of a shuttle arc enough
to have her vote, though the cost worries her.

"I think that'd be awesome, but how much
does it cost?" Smith said. ''It depends on the cost
and how expensive it will be."
With the 47.6 percent who agrC!e with the
institution of a fee for the fixed route transit system, the other 39.8 percent support the idea of a
parking deck fee, Smith said one option was
omitted from the survey.
"I think it'd be cool if we all just road on bikes
and nobody drove at all," Smith said.
Despite the public's various opinions and suggestions, Watts said the ultimate decision lies
with the President
"The next step is to see what possibilities we

have," Watts said. "The Parking and Transportation Work Group will analyze the results
and detail a proposal to give to the President
and he'll make a decision based on feedback and
other universities that have similar and approximate size to Murray State."
The Parking and Transportation Work Group
includes Murray State students, faculty, staff
and community members.
Said Watts: "I can't anticipate what the group
will do, but they will represent what their constituents want."
Robin Phelps can be reached at
robinj.phelps@murraystate.cdu.

ACCESSIBILITY
From Pagel
University does a good job meeting
students' needs, Wilson said there is
some room for improvement. Some
buildings are old and not as accessible. Wilson said, however, with new
construction projects. making buildings handicapped equipped is a given.
She also said small improvements go

a long way.
"Sometimes it's a matter of not
doing a lot of reconstruction but
putting something in that is more
accessible," Wilson said.
Similarly. Annazette McCane,
director of Equal Opportunity, said
her office helps a number of students

with disabilities across campus.
"Our office notifies the campus
community in various mechanisms,"
she said. "We just ensure that anyone
coming to our campus knows we will
not discriminate against them."
McCane said her office can assist
students in a number of ways includ-

ing taking scats out of a stadium-style
room to provide better seating for
students. The installation of the new
elevator in the Curris Center also
caters to a number of people, she said.
..All of out accommodations are tailored to fit the needs of the individual," McCane said.

Overall. McCane said the University accommodates those with disabilities well, but officials are always
checking to make sure the campus
complies with American Disabilities
Act standards.

Emily Wuchner can be reached at
emily. wuchncr@murraystatc.cdu.
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Opinion Editor: Jim Burch
Phone: 809·5873

on
Parking deck, shuttles
long overdue addition
to Murray State's campus

l(
. "~-.

.

The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial
board of The Murray State News.
The University recently conducted a survey among students, faculty, staff and community members to determine
how to improve parking and transportation on campus.
Throughout the past several years, students have been
very critical about the lack of parking spaces, for both residential college dwellers and commuters. The survey, on
Murray State's Web site, asked if a parking deck or a shuttle
system would be more suitable as a new addition to University parking.
Out of 728 responses, the majority said they would rather
pay extra for a shuttle service than a parking deck. The key
is that neither one of these would be free.
Throughout campus, many students are expressing mixed
emotions about paying extra for more parking options, but
we think extra spaces on campus is never a bad idea, even
if they cost extra.
Deputy to the President Becky Watts told The News this
week that building an on-campus parking deck would cost
about $3.8 million to build and students would have to pay
more than the standard $55 for a spot inside the facility.
While this would force students to pay the extra money
for convenient parking, it still dilutes the congestion of
filled spaces in Murray State parking lots.
The same goes for a shuttle system. Not everyone is going
to be willing to pay the extra money for public transportation, but enough people will probably do so in order to
help relieve some of the stress students face when trying to
find a parking spot on campus. No matter the mode of
transportation, it can only help the situation rather than
hurt it.
The University is making the effort to fix one of the campus community members' top complaints on campus, and
that doesn't go unappreciated.
The parking situation has gone on for too long, and it's
good to see that some planning is in the works.
We hope the University solves the problem so parking is
convenient and affordable to students in the future, regardless if the solution is a parking deck or a shuttle system.

-' .. .
\

~

r-- -

what do you think•••

I

Would you pay more for acampus parking deck or shuttle system?

\

"I wouldn't want to pay more than $55 to
park closer to my dorm or classes."
Joshua francisco· Cordova, Tenn.

serior

"Yes, sometimes I can't find a spot at all
and I'll get a ticket for parking in the
wrong spot."

•

I~ T ODAYS ~EWS .
'B~ITNEY SPEA~S ~lAH

Jessie Peppers • Lowes, Ky
freshman

'BLAH 'BLAH.

• No, I wouldn't want to walk a lot of flights
of stairs to get to my car."

Rachel Hobgood· Sebree. Ky.
freshman

1

~

0

"No. I don't ever have a problem finding a
parking spot. Also. I wouldn't want to have
to park far away."

A'IY Bell • Evansville, Ind.
sophomore
Kristen Miller/The News :
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Agroup of Murray State News staff members gives its piece on a
group of three questions covering a different topic each week.
This week's topic:
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"If the Cubs were up five runs
in the ninth inning in game
seven of the World Series, I
still couldn't answer that question without breaking a sweat.''

according
to jim ...

Major League Baseball Playoffs

Autumn
••o..ttEditor-in-Chief

Sa

'"Cubs = Completely Useless By
September' will carry over into • ·
October this year."

Campus safety not just
about IDcheckpoints

Zanin

/'Sorry Autumn. They'll get past
the 0-Backs easily but then
probably choke."

"Hopefully not because my
roommate will rub the
Brewers' division loss in my
face."

-....--.;;J
Jim

Are we tired of seeing the Yankees, or is someone rooting for them this October?
"The Yankees complain if
they have one bad season.
Tlie Cubs have had 99. Give
me a break."

"I think we're all just a little tired
of seeing the AL East do anything
these days."

Burch

"Sick and tired of them. I hate
the Yankees."

"I would root for the underdog
team over the Yankees any
day."

"I would have to say the Red
Sox and Phillies. The Yanks will
give the Sox a run for their
money, but like I said. I don't
like the Yankees."

"Who cares? The Brewers are
done and I'm definitely not
rooting for the Cubs."

What final two teams will face off in this year's World Series matchup?
"My dad picked Philly and
Cleveland and he's normally
right, so I'm siding with him. 1
hope I'm wrong. though. Go
Cubbies!"

"Phillies and Yankees. A-Rod will
be the one to decide if he wants a
ring this year or not."

POLICE

~EAT:

·... A MAN WAS REPORTED DRESSED IN
A GREEN
OUTF"IT ON CAMPUS KEEPING
.'
MASS G~OUPS OF' STUDENTS F'ROM
GOING TO CLASS OR STUDYING F'OR E~AMS.
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Obama's ambitions suitable for presidency
In My
Opinion

The presidential race is shaping up to be
monumental in the history of the United
States. There is a strong chance that either
a woman or a black man will ~e elected
president.
In the case of Sen. Barack Obama, (0-.111),
we have a candidate who seemingly, like no
other before him, has capHvated millions of
Americans, especially college students like
myself.
Yet what we constantly hear from other
candidates and detractors is that the senator from Illinois lacks the experience needed to be president.
This continued assertion seems to be
doing more to hinder Obama's campaign
than anything else.
But let's be clear that while Obama has
spent less time in Washington than most of
Brandon
the other candidates, this hardly means he
O'Neill
doesn't have the experience or qualifications needed to be president.
Brandon O'Neillls
Let's look at Obama for a moment. He
a senior political has a degree in political science from
science and history Columbia and a law degree from Harvard.
major from Paris,
He is the first black president of the HarTenn.
vard Law Review and be graduated near
the top of his class.
Between getting his two degrees he spent
more than three years as a community
organizer in Chicago, alding local citizens
dealing with factory closures and poor living conditions.
After graduating from law school, Obama
worked as an attorney and taught constitutional law in Chicago. Someone well versed
in the Constitution is something this country is sorely in need of in the wake of the
Bush administration's assault upon it.
In 1996, he was elected to the state legis-

Clinton vs. Obama: Where They Stand
Hillary Rodham Clinton

53%

BamckObama

NadoaaiPoU

20%

StaDdlng

26%

Iowa PoD

21%

Staadlng
$80
million

$80
million

Bill

Most Coveted

Clinton

EDdoneiDeid

Oprah
Winfrey
Source: USA TQday & WashingtOn Post
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Only a few months
ago, the shooting on
Virginia Tech's campus forced Universities across the nation
to re-think the way
they handle campus
safety.
Many of those universities.
including
Murray State, beefed
up residence safety by
requiring students to
swipe a student ID
before entering the
building and then
showing that same ID
again to the desk work-

er upon entry.
Once again, tragedy struck college life
when Taylor Bradford, the 21-year-old
football player at the University of Memphis, was shot and killed on campus Sunday night.
I'm not sure about anyone else, but I
couldn't help but think back to the Virginia Tech Massacre when hearing of
Bradford's death, much like people think
of 9/ll when they hear about a plane
crash on TV.
But unlike Virginia Tech. the shooting
at the University of Memphis was not as
much an issue of campus security breach.
In fact, the University of Memphis officials made the right decisions by canct;ling classes the next morning and putting
all the dorms on lockdown until the situation was under control.
That was the biggest mistake made
back in April. It wasn't that Virginia Tech
wasn't proactive. It's that they weren't
reactive. If the right actions had been
made by school officials after the first
shooting happened, many more lives
could have been saved.
In the case of Bradford and the University of Memphi.c; shooting. you have ro
start asking yourself how much a University can possibly do to be completely
proactive against violence on campus.
Murray State has focused the majority
of its security upgrades on residential
colleges to protect students who live on
campus, which is a great move, of course.
But the question docs come into mind If you give a killer a gun, will a few ill
checks really stop him or her from murdering students?
I would say the answer is no, there's
not a whole lot you can do to stop something like that.
The killer from the Virginia Tech
shootings was also a student, who lived in
the dorms, so an ID check would be even
more useless to someone who had access
to his own dorm anyway.
Of course, you have to understand why
the University is doing what it's doing in
response to the mass shootings in April. A
responsible group of school officials can't
sit back while .the rest of the country
adjusts its campus safety accordingly, but
I would call the changes in Murray State's
proactive safety upgrades a liability move
more than anything else.
If something were to happen at Murray
State, God forbid, school officials need to
be able to say they at least made an
attempt to make the campus a safer place.
It sounds cold, but this is no different
than what any other university would do.
The real protection will come from the
reaction if such a tragedy should occur on
campus. You can't keep the killer from
shooting, but you can control what happens after he or she pulls the trigger. It's
~rtun~efu~I'msop~~mistic~out

over the years, from the grassroots !~vel up. stopping something like this altogether,
Let me leave you with this last thought. but I'm trying to be a realist more than
Obama addressed his critics in one presi- anything else.
dential debate that occurred a few weeks
But just because I don't think a couple
ago. "Who had more foreign policy experi- of dorm room ID checks wiU stop a cold
ence, especially concerning Iraq, than Dick blooded killer, doesn't mean other meaCheney and Donald Rumsfeld?" Obama sures can't be taken to keep our own stusaid.
dents safer on campus.
Yet he was the one against this war from
A few example would be spreading
the start, and they were the ones who pre- awareness of students suffering from
dieted it would be an easy war, that it 1 depression or other mental disorders that
would pay for itself, that we would be treat- could make them a harm to themselves or
ed as liberators and that Saddam had others. The University could also proweapons of mass destruction. In the end, mote anti-gun awareness throughout
Obama was right, and they were wrong.
campus and encourage students to report
He has the experience, and more impor- suspicious activity if they see anything
tantly, the intelligence and compassion to out of the ordinary.
be our president. I can only hope the Amer·
These are all small steps that could
ican people will come to realize this.
only help prevent the problem, not solve
~- -~ - - ~ _
it entirely.
Proaction and reaction go hand in hand
when it comes to keeping our students
safe. Taylor Bradford, as well as the Virginia Tech victims, will not be soon forgotten, as we remember them every time
The Murray State News welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters should be 300 words or less. Contribu- we look after ourselves and the ones next
to us to make our college experience as
tors should include phone numbers for verification. Please include hometown, classification, and title or relationship to the safe
as possible. ·
lature where he dedicated his time to worthy causes like providing better education
and health care for children. In 2004, he
was elected to the Senate after giving the
keynote address at the Democratic National Convention.
Sounds pretty impressive for a 46-yearold father of two who supposedly doesn't
have enough experience to be president,
right? It sounds that way because it's the
truth.
This is a man who, from the time he graduated from Columbia ih 1983 up until now,
has been working hard to become the
leader this nation needs. It's true that he
hasn't spent the last 15 years in Washington,
D.C. like Hillary Clinton, or the last 20
years in the Senate like John McCain. but
he has gained plenty of political experience

Write to us

University. Commentaries should be limited to 600 words. The Murray State News reserves the right to edit for style, length
and content. All contributions should be turned in before Wednesday of each week via e-mail or thenews.org.

Jim Burch is the opinion editor for The
Murray State News. He can be reached at
james.burch@murraystate.edu.
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Survey says students
straying from church

Group analyzes
nighttime lights

LIGHTING TOUR

I
Results
I
Y!-!t:v1oofP::-:; ~
adults ages
I
atoppecl JObJs co dlurcb for

Jason Morrow
Contributing writer
Students enter college
knowing they are going to be
bombarded with new difficul·
ties, responsibilities and
choices. One of the many
choices is whether to attend a
local church or not.
For some it is no issue. For
others it is a gradual decision
made over a long period of
time.
A recent study from Life· '
Way Research shows that 70
percent of students who
attended church in high
school will stop attending
when they becomt: college
students.
The reasons for leaving
church could be anything
from religious or social differences to something as simple
as not caring about religion
anymore. According to the
study, the highest percentage
of church dropouts simply
wanted to take a break from
church.
freshman Jake Bradley
from Ferdinand, Ind., had his
own reasons for leaving
church.
"In high school I would go
to church with my girlfriend,"
Bradley said. "Now that l'm
not around her much anymore, there isn't really a rea-

1
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at least a year

Amanda Crider
Staff writer
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son for me to go."
There are also many reasons why s6me students
decide to stay in church several years after entering col·
lege.
Dan Runnels, senior and
native of Murray shares a different view.
"It's important for a person
that believes in God to get
involved with a community
that's seeking together," said
Runnels.
Many students who still
attend church can agree that it
is necessary to be involved
with a local community of
believers, so they can grow in
their faith together. Others,
however, do not deem it sig·
nificant
The study also shows that
two-thirds of previous regular
attendees that drop out of
church during college return
by their mid-twenties.

I
I
I

I

Elaine KighVThe New>

Mark Shearer, electrician. ties a ribbon to a light pole lndicatlllCJ the light
does not work. Shearer participated In the campus lighting tour Tuesday.

Jason Morrow can be
reached at jason.morrow@
murraystate.edu.

Around Campus

IAdministfators,

Have you ever been nervous
walking around campus late at
night, afraid someone will
jump out of a bush or from
behind a building and attack?
Heather Ashworth, senior
from Mt. Vernon, Ill., said she
always takes extra precautions
when leaving the wood shop
after dark.
"If I'm working late, I walk
back with my phone in my
hand ready to call 911 and a
can of mace in my hand," Ash·
worth said. "The campus is
pretty well lit, but it's not like
it's daylight."
Over the past 15 years, campus officials have worked to
increase student safety by
conducting a campus lights
tour. Once a semester, representatives from Student Gov·
ernment, Health Services,
Public Safety, Counseling and
Testing, residential colleges
and university administration
take a tour of campus. marking
faulty lights and making note
of places which require more
lighting.
Vice President of Student

Affairs Don Robertson said it
is important to conduct a light
tour every semester to keep
students safe and secure while
walking around campus.
"In addition to checking the
lights, we also keep a lookout
for overgrown shrubs that
need to be trimmed back that
someone could hide behind,"
Robertson said.
Robertson said participants
would walk together around
campus during the first few
years of the light tour. Over
the years, however, the tour
has changed along with cam·
pus. This semester, partici·
pants drove around campus
for two hours in a Murray
State van, checking every
building, parking lot and sidewalk.
"When you do the light tour,
It gives you a better apprecia·
tion for the sheer number of
lights and the magnitude of
keeping them all operational,"
Robertson said. "M~rray
State's electric bill io; between
three and four million dol·
lars."

Amanda Crider can be
reached at amanda.crider@
murraystate.edu.

marshal-assess fire safety

President revamps blog, requests input

l

Clayton Vertrees

In an effort to focus on what is important to
students, University President Randy Dunn
and his staff have updated the "Open Book"
blog.
Special Projects Coordinator Josh Jacobs
said the first blog of this school year was post·
ed Monday and addresses free speech in light
of Columbia University inviting the president
of Iran to speak on campus.
"The previous topics have bee·n thing that
are fluffy and nice," Jacobs said. "I think we ..___ _~~:.:....<....____,
want to get into issues."
Josh Jacobs
Jacobs said he encourages students to voice Special Projects
their opinions by commenting on the blog Coordinator
however there will be some limits for vulgarity.
"We read every single post and are willing to take ideas and
suggestions." Jacobs said.

Staff writer

1

Cabinet installs new crossing signs
The Kentucky Transportation cabinet is installing pedestrian
crossing sings along KY 1327/Chestnut Street.
According to Keith Todd, Public Affairs office for the department of Highways District one and two, three crosswalks are
getting the new signs. The crosswalks are commonly used by
students crossing between the dorms and the main campus.

I

University holds seminars for students

1

The Psychological Center, Student Affairs and the Center for
Teaching, Learning and Technology will offer a one-hour seminar to faculty and staff. The seminar will focus on identifying
and providing assistance to troubled students.
The seminars will be at 3 p.m. Oct. 17 and Nov. 8 in room 304
on the third floor of the applied science building.
People interested in attending the seminars should regi!lter for
a date at ctlt@murrayst:tte.edu.

J

Because of the equipment needed to
protect the buildings on campus. Dickie
Walls. Murray City Fire Marshal, said the
University's presence in the city of Murray has helped raise the overall fire security of the community.
"Most of your cities within the state
don't have local fire marshals or local fire
prevention programs to speak of," Walls
said. "The higher populations and con·
centrated areas of university citjes call
for more fire prevention activities than
most cities within a state."
While fire safety has been a strong
focus at Murray State for some time,
Director of the Office of Environmental
Safety and Health Larry Anderson admits
that events like the fire in Hester College
brought about a renewed concern for
security.
"We always bad the ambition, but we
didn't always have the dollars. and
money talks," Lawrence said. "The

emphasis was renewed, so to speak, after
the Hester fire, not just here in Murray
State, but all across the state. Actually,
there has been a push nationwide, not
just in Kentucky to upgrade fire safety on
campuses."
After the fire in Hester, sprinkler systems were installed in all the dorms. as
well as state-of-the-art alarms systems,
and security cameras. Also, the University encouraged an increase in training
efforts and awareness among its employ·
ees.
"On a scale of one to 10, we were probably about a five or six before the sprin·
klers," Anderson said. "Now I would say
we are about a nine."
In the case of the city of Murray, the
fire department gained a new truck with
a 105 foot area ladder to access the campus' tallest buildings through its involvement with the University.
Also. Anderson works closely with city
firefighters to train and stay familiar with
the buildings on Murray State's campus.
"The University lets us know anytime

The Murray State News is staffmg different meetings across
campus. Writers will staff Residential College Association, Staff
Congress, Faculty Senate, Student Government Association and
Board of Regents meetings. The minutes will be posted online at
thenews.org.

Correction
In the Sept. 28 issue of The Murray State News, Jerry Gorrel·
l's name was incorrectly spelled. The News regrets the error.
1

Jason Morrow
Many believe Murray State has always been a strong advocate
for recycling and has done many things to ensure that it is always
accessible. The fact remains, however , that many of the recycling bins around campus arc not always noticeable.
Curris Center Director Jim Baurer observed the same problem
in the Curris Center just before the semester began.
"I wanted to do something to improve the recycling and draw
more attention to it in the Curris Center," Baurer said.
Baurer asked student worker O.J. Graczyk a senior from
Leitchfield, Ky., to come up with a type of recycling bin that
would attract the building's visitors.
Brightly decorated in Murray State colors, the blue and yellow
bins sit in wooden crates, conveniently placed in front of the
Thoroughbred Room, it allows students to dispose of their alu·
minum, paper and plastic recyclables.

GREAT VALUE
Willis Insurance, Inc.
DALE H.. Willis
201 North 5th Street
Murray, KY 42071
Call me today for a quote.
270·753-8485
dwlllis@willis-insurance.com

D

Once the bins were finally built, instant success followed.
"I first knew that it was successful when a faculty member
came in from another building to throw away plastic bottles,''
Jim Baurer said. "That showed me that we at least made it visi·
ble to students and faculty members."
Director of Grounds and Building Services Wayne Harper is in
charge of making sure there are a sufficient number of recycling
bins available to students and faculty around campus.
"There is always room for improvement,'' Harper said. We've
been working on a prototype for the bins around campus."
No word has been given about what the final prototype will be,
but Graczyk's redesigned Curris Center bins may be the official
model.
''I'm really proud of them, they're really standing out and are
getting good use," Harper said, "We may very weU adopt that all
over campus."

Jason Morrow can be reached at jason.morrow@murraystate
.edu.
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Campus adds bins, increases recycling efforts
Contributing writer

Check out meeting notes online

there is something new, a change or a
question, and we get together and come
to understandings and agreements on the
best practices for handling situations,"
Walls said.
The Murray Fire Department and the
U niversity have been in the process of
updating how fires are treated.
Within the last seven years. the University has been more diligent and strict
on punish ment of those who tamper with
fire safety equipment, Walls says. In
cases where residential college employees have seen bum marks on ~ like
doors, the University has taken the
actions seriously and charged those indi·
viduals responsible.
When reflecting on tht: relationship
between relationship between University
and the Murray Fire Department, Ander·
son feels confident in Walls and his men.
"I have been here 28 years," Anderson
said. ''We go out of the way to make sure
we understand what each other is doing."
Clayton Vertrees can be reached at
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JACKSONVILLE STATE 40, MURRAY STATE 24

Racers lose 2nd conference game
Tim MacAlllster
Staff Writer
Sophomore Tamar Butler put it
simply after the Racer football squad
lost to Jacksonville State Saturday.
"We killed ourselves," Butler said.
The Racers fell victim to the
Gamecocks of Jacksonville State by a
score of 40-24.
Jack.c;onville State started the game
by driving 60 yards after a return to
the forty yard line. But after reaching
the two yard line, the Gamecocks
were stopped by a stingy Racer
defense. On fourth down, the Gamecocks elected to go for it from the
one and could not get in. Murray
took over on their own one yardline.
After a three and out the Racers had
to punt. The punt was fielded by
Jarvis Smith who fumbled after
sophomore DeAngelo Nelson ripped
the ball loose. The Racers jumped on
it and took over at their own 36 yard
line. This time they took advantage
by driving down the field. After
earning a first and goal the Racers
shot themselves in the foot with a
penalty and a sack. At the Gamecocks 19 yard line the Racers had
freshman Tyler Weiss kick a field
goal, giving the Racers a 3-0 lead.
The Gamecocks responded with a
nine play SO yard drive that led to a
field goal. After punts by both teams
jacksonville State broke the stalemate, moving the score to 6-3, Gamecocks.
By half time Jacksonville State had
increased its lead by 10 - 13-3.
After halftime the teams traded
possessions and punts until the Racers put up a 7 play, 53 yard drive that
n~ tfhh junior Faul McKinnis'
l!!Clftiown. DOWit:tif.iODe point with
momentum on tht!lr stae, the game
seemed to be shifting in the Racers'
favor until the;:y kicked off to Jacksonville State's return man #89 Maurice Dupree who took the ball 89
yards for a Gamecock touchdown.
"You could hear the wind come
out of the sails literally" Head Coach
Matt Griffin said.
The Racers stalled on the next
drive and once again the Gamecocks
took advantage. The ftrst play of the
fourth quarter was an Anthony Jones

r.hot05 by Rkk Burres/The New)

Freshman quarterback Jeff Ehrhardt leaps over a crowd of Jacksonville State defenders in saturday's(Jame. The Racers were defeated 40-24.
29 yard scamper to the end zone,
making the score 27-10 in favor of
the Gamecocks. After falling behind
by 17 points, the offense drove down
the field and Josh Jones punched it
into the end zone from the two.
After another kugc kickoff return,
of 57 yards by Maurice Dupree and
the Gamecocks were in business at
the ~urray 30 yard line. But dle
defeBse nC.W...ap~nd ~e
Gamecocks kick a faeld goaL The
Racers ensuing possession went
three and out and the Racers were
forced to punt. Instead of a big
return this time the Racers had the
punt blocked by Carnell Clark and
recovered by Terrell Johnson who
then ran the extra six yards for a
Gamecock touchdown.
This gave the Gamecocks a 20
point advantage with only 7:54 left
on the clock. The Racers once again
went three and out forcing a punt.

The Gamecocks went on to notch
a final 41 yard field goal that put the
Gamecocks ahead by 24 points, making the fmal score 40-24.
The Racers would drive down the
field on the following possession and
would p unch it in on a run by freshman Jeff Ehrhardt. It came too little
'
Gametoo late for the
cocks downed thfl·••;ilritll~lC>

"IUPt now
.are
things that play in [to the loss] and
they're all right now bullshit excuses." Grifftn said after the game.
"We need some guys that understand accountability and start to step
up. I'll change this whole roster at
the end of the year, I don't care. l
don't care about APR any of it, I'll
lose scholarships. l want guys in
here that want to play football."
Tim MacAllister can be reached timothy.macallistet@murraystate.edu.

Junior Rod Harper lunoes for the end zone aoainst Jacksonville State.

Golf team claims lst-place trophy
Racers win fourth consecutive Murray State Invite
Aaron Weare
Staff write r

Caitlyn Dunnagen/The News

Junior Mitchell Moore tees up for a putt at the Murray State Invitational.

Four for fou r. In baseball that's a great
game for any hitter. For a football field
goal kicker, a four for four day makes the
team proud. For the Murray State Men's
Golf team, winning four Murray State
Invitational Tournaments out of four has
come to be expected.
"It's cool to win our home t~urnament,"
senior jerry Price said. "But we expect to
win our home tournament. It's nice to play
at home, and to win it is something that
we like to do." ' ·
·
The Racers won the Murray State lnvitational thanks to an impressive final day.
After the first round of play the Racers
had a seven stroke lead over the rest of the
field, posting a team score at an even par
284.
The second round p roved to be a different story for the Racers, as they shot a
team score of 303.
Tennessee-Martin took advantage of
Murray State's misstep to take the lead
heading into the flnal day of the tourna-

ment with a two round team score of 582.
"We just had a bad day, basically," Price
said. •Jt was one of those days where
everyone on the team didn't play the way
they could. Nothing was going right for
us."
On the final day, the Racers came into
the fmal round five strokes behind the
leaders.
The Racers took the tournament behind
the efforts of a one under par 283 team
score. With that scOt:e the Racers made up
the five strokes and won the tournament
by another five strokes over second-place
Tennessee Tech.
Tennessee Tech posted a final round
score of 292. Tennessee-Martin came in
third with a final round of 294.
"I really felt good about our first round,
but our second round was bad," head
coach Eddie Hunt said. "That second
round wasn't really how we can play, and
the third round really showed that. I think
that's the sign of the good team that we
have here."
The Racers were lead by Price and
sophomore Nick Newcomb. The two ftn-

ished in a second-place tie for individuals,
each with scores of 216. Newcomb shot
the tournament's low individual round of
68.
"For us to win the whole team had to
shoot well," Hunt said.
"Nick (Newcomb) shot a 68 to come
from back in the field to finish at 2nd. I
though either Jerry <Price) or Nick had a
really great shot to win, but that's the way
it happens sometimes."
Murray State also fielded another squad
in the Invitational, the Gold team. T he
Gold Team came in fifth place, out of the
10-team field.
Sophomore Hunter Ford set the pace
for the Gold team with a three- round
score of 223, finishing tied at 17th place.
The Racers travel to Buchanan, Tennessee for the Skyhawk Fall Classic, hosted by Tennessee-Martin on October 15th.
"It felt pretty good to get our second
win of the year, at home. and in a few
weeks. I think that we're going to be able
to get that one, too:· Hunt said.

Aaron Weare can be reached at
aaron. wcare@murrayststc.cdu.
•·:

The Sports Line•••
TV Events
Thursday: ESPN @ 6:30 p.m.

Friday: TBS @ 4 p.m.

College Football
Kentucky v. South Carolina

MLB Playoffs
Yankees v. Cleveland

Saturday: T BS @ 5 p.m.
MLB Playoffs
Arizona at Chicago

Sunday: N BC @ 7:15 p.m.
NFL
Chicago at Green Bay

Murray State Events
Sat.: Soccer @ 3 p.m.

Saturday: Volleyball @ 2 p.m.

Cutchin Field
Morehead at Murray State

Nashville; Tenn.
Murray State at Tennessee State

Saturday: Rifle @ 7 p.m.

Sunday: Soccer @ noon

Memphis, Tenn.
Tiger Invitational
,.

Cutchin Field
Eastern Kentucky at Murray State
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·Postseason
baseball
finally here

I
1

That's right folks, it's playoff baseball
time, and this year's playoff event is
shaping up to be awesome. This week I'm
giving you a run-down o f the eight playoff teams first
round match-ups
and some bold predictions.
We'll start in the
American League
with the Yankees
ana the Cleveland
Indians.
The Yankees
g9 as far as Alex
Rodriguez and the
p itching staff take
them. The Yankees
have other bigAaron
name p layers, but
Weare
ao player has as big
Staff Writer
an impact on his
team as A-Rod. Aside from A-Rod, the
Yankees need their starting pitching to
step up. Andy Pettitte has to rise to yet
another challenge behind the staff ace
Chien-Ming Wang.
The Cleveland Indians of 2007 feature
depth and p itching. Cy Young candidate
C.C. Sabathia leads the Indians' starting
pitching rotation. Along with Sabathia,
the Indians have another talented pitcher
in Fausto Carmona. Centerfielder Grady
Sizemore leads the Indians offensive
attack, with designated hitter Travis
Hafner.
My bold prediction is the Yankees win
in five games.
The Los Angeles Angels take on the
Boston Red Sox in the other AL series.
:The Angels are a "small ball" baseball
team. They play good d~fense, pitch well
and run the bases aggressively. Their
p itching staff is led by a great one-two
combination with the AL earned run
average leader, John Lackey and Kelvim
Escobar. For the Angels to win they'll
have to ~low down the Yankees enough
to keep up.
Th e Red Sox are the most complete
team in the American League. They have
the the best 1-2-3 starters in the playoffs.
Flame-thrower Josh Beckett bas World
Series experience. Closer Jon Papelbon is
one of the best in baseball. A surging
David Ortiz leads the Red Sox offense
into the series. Ortiz hit almost half of his
liomeruns in the last two months of the
season. With a potent line up around him,
Ortiz and the Red Sox offense will be
ready to pile up runs.
My bold prediction is the Red Sox will
win in four games.
"The first National League series pits
the Chicago Cubs against the Arizona
Diamondbacks.
The Cubs will go as their superstars go.
Their ace pitcher Carlos Zambrano has to
pitch like the Cubs pay him really well
and the Cubs need to keep closer Ryan
Dempster out of tight situations, or he
could get the team into trouble. The
Cubs' offense needs its stars Derek Lee,
Alfonso Soriano and Aramis Ramirez to
play a huge role in the series.
Brandon Webb, the 2006 Cy Young
winner leads the Diamondbacks' starters.
W ebb will need to win both of his starts
to help out his young line up. T he Diamondbacks' lineup was 14th in the NL in
runs. It may run into trouble against Cubs
pitchers looking to take advantage of
their aggressiveness.
The bold prediction for this series is
the Cubs in four games.
The final NL series pits the Philadelphia Phillies against the Colorado Rockies.
Throw pitching ou t the window with
the Phillies they p lay to outscore opponents. Outside of Cole Hamels, the staff
Ace, the Phillies have no truly dominating
pitch ers. So it's a good thing that they
have the most potent 1-Siine up in the NL.
The hottest team in baseball right now,
the Colorado Rockies come into the playoffs having won 14 of 15 games.
My bold prediction for this series is
Phillies in four games.
So there it is, Yankees, Red Sox, Cubs
and Phillies. Let's see how it turns out.

will

Aaron Weare is a staff writer at The Murray State News. E-mail comments to
aaron. weare@murraystate.edu.
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Two students fioht for the ball durino aoame held durino the fourth annual International Soccer Tournament.

International students compete in tourney
Zhonghal Zheng
Contribu ting writer
The fourth annual International
Soccer Tournament, held on the
Intramural Field Friday through Sunday, concluded with the Muslim Student Organization's landslide victory
over the defending champion Africa
team.
The dramatic 7-0 final overwhelmed the audience just after
MSO was beaten 4-2 by Africa in the
last doubk'-climination match.
MSO demonstrated noteable
teamwork in their pursu it of a championship, while Africa didn't seem to
fully recover from the fatigue caused
by the team's two game schedule
Saturday.
MSO Captain Nawwaf Almeheid,
graduate student from Saudi Arabia,
scored four goals, making a substan-

tial contribution to his team's success.
Meanwhile goalkeeper Oymon
Abdullah Natto, ESL student from
Saudi Arabia, denied Africa's :;coring
chances over and over again.
This year's tournament produced
several firsts, including the fi rst time
players competed on a full field, not
a half field, the first time teams were
charged with a entry fee, $25 for each
and the first time a joint group competed.
Along with japan and Thai, Ragnarock, a joint team consisting primarily of Turks and Cypriots,
bumped the number of contending
teams to five.
Although Ragnarock didn't make it
to the final game, Captain Bedri
Burak Duraksoy, junior from Turkey,
said the tournament is held in a constructive competition.

"All players want to be on the winning team, but they shake hands and
arc still friends no matter how rough
the games are;· International Student Advbor Bill McKibben said,
McKibben said the so-dubbed
"Murray State World Cup" is not a
major tournament, but the event
docs bring students from all over the
world together, despite the differences that exist between cultures.
McKibben said soccer is a very
popular game among international
students and many students play
re~rularly on Friday nights.
" I have even been asked to have it
twice a year," said McKibben.
"Unfortunately the tournament has
to be held in September because of
the busr schedule of intramural
activities; but it is really a busy time
for students. It takes some time to
get word out and make a team."

'

I
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Volleyball team stays hot, wins 5th consecutive match
Steve Miller
Staff Writer
Coming into Tuesday night's game, the
volleyball team had won its last four
matches, all of which were on the road
against conference opponents. Tuesday,
the team continued their bot play against
Ohio Valley Conference foe, Southeast
Missouri. The Racers won the match in
three straight games.
The win marked the second SEMO
shutout by the Racers this season and the
first time in school history the team has
swept a regular season series against
SEMO. The game scores were 30-27. 3022, and 30-26. The win puts them one
match behind first place Morehead State.
The first game was a battle. There were
two lead changes and five ties. The Racers were able to pull ahead late in the
game. Senior Tara DeMage led the offensive attack with four kills on nine
attempts. Juniors Heather Norris Alyssa
Groves led the defense with six digs each.
In game two, calm execution was seen
from the Racers. They jumped ahead
early and kept SEMO on its heels. Again,
DeMage led the team with six kills on
seven attempts. Mugler contributed both
offensively and defensively with three
kills in seven attemp ts and sLx points and
nine digs. Game two ended 30-22. It was
the biggest margin of victory for the Racers of the match.
Game three was similar to the first
game. The Racers scratched out the 30-26

win after four tied scores and two lead
changes. DeMage led the offense w i t h
five kills on eighteen attempts.
DeMage hit .467, with a total of 15 kills
and o ne error in 30 attempts for the three
games. De Mage also provided four of the
teams eight blocks, and 14 of the Racers
64 total digs on defense. Groves also contributed by smashing eight kills and committing only o ne error on 26 attempts for
an average of .269.
As a team, the Racers hit .209, with 54
kills an d 20 errors on 163 attempts.
Sophomore Cassie Chesney gave out n
match high 45 of the team's 47 total
assists. The racers served eight aces, but
also had eight serving errors.
Coach Schwepkcr was pleased with the
performance of his team.
"We played hard all three games,"
Schwcpker said." We weren't perfect, bul
that's what we wanted to do."
He said consistent pl:~y is the key to
the recent winning streak.
"We are trying to play consistently,
and except for our match against Austin
Peay, we have played pretty consistently
since our loss to Samford," Schwepker
said.
This win improves the team's record to
8-8 overall, and 5-i in conference play.
The Racers hit the road again as they
travel to Tennessee. They will play Tennessee Tech to start a three match road
trip.
Steve Miller can be reached at
steven.miller@murraystate.edu.
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Mckibben said he w:~s disappointment Korea and Germany didn't
enter the tournament this year and
he would Jikc to see more American
students' participate in the tournament in the future to give the event a
World Cup flavor.
"The very first year Wt.' had only
four teams, and the second year sLx
and last year seven." McKibben said.
~Germany Wt)n the first championship in 2004 and then Africa took
the fi rst place two years in a row."
Since McKibben initiated the
event in 2004, he has been involved
in all four tournaments, but this year
Campus Recreation Coordinator Alison Epperson did most of the work
including nfliliating, hi rin~ offt.cials,
having the field lined and ordering
T-shirts for the participants.
Zhongai Zhcn can be re.1chcd at

C.&TIIt•~
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Sophomore Cassie Chesney digs for a ball during Tuesday's oame.
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Soccer team loses opening ovc game

Forget the ru(
Racers fall to Samford, Jacksonville State 2-1, fall to 5-6 bring the hunt
to the deer
Autumn Boaz
Editor in chief

Krista Muilkens scored the
Racers' first goal at 19:09 of
the first half after the Bulldogs took full advantage of a
penalty kick.
The 1-0 lead stayed intact
until the 7:27 mark of the second half, when Samford's
Cassie Applegate wiped out
the Racers' potential shutout.
After Samford's goal, however, neither team was able to
advance the score and were
put into their first overtime
period of the OVC season.
But once the overtime was
underway, the tie didn't last
long.
Samford's Leah Leppert
gave her team the win. scoring a goal just six minutes
into overtime, subsequently
pushing the Racers' record to
0-2 in the conference and 5-6
on the season.
Despite the losses, Acreman said her team had time to
redirect their conference season.
"We had chances to win
(the Samford) game as well,
so 1 know it's there and we
can do well against the teams
this coming up weekend,'' she
said. "Although we didn't
come out with the results we
wanted, it was still a good
weekend for the team."
The team faces Morehead
at 3 p.m. Friday and Eastern
Kentucky at 1 p.m. Sunday at
Cutchin Field.
The Racers are in ninth
place in the OVC.

It wasn't a disappointment
for Head Coach Beth Acreman, but it was a losing weekend for her team nonetheless.
Despite playing one of
what Acreman called the best
games of the season and
sending another game into
overtime, the soccer team
ended the weekend with two
Ohio Valley losses against
Samfor d and Jacksonville
State.
"We were really disappointed on Friday, because
obviously we felt like we
were the better team there,"
Acreman said. "On Sunday,
Samford's the highest-ranked
team that we'll play all season, so for us to go in there
and take them into an overtime - some people may say
the loss was a tough one, but
really that's a positive for our
team that we can go in and
really push them."
In Friday's conference
opener against Jacksonville
State, the Gamecocks held a
2-0 lead until the 84th minute
when freshman Katie Wilson
notched her third goal of the
season.
Wilson's goal cut Jacksonville State's lead to one,
but the one-goal gap sufficed
a Gamecocks' victory.
The Racers went into Sunday's game against Samford
hoping to regain their thirdplace conference standing,
but the battle took longer
than the Racers expected.

Autumn Boaz can be
reached at autumn.boaz@
murraystate.edu.

file photo

Senior Jen Nowak pushes the ball down field In a recent soccer game.

CROSS COUNTRY

Racers finish 16th at Greater Louisville Classic
Sarah Tinsley
Staff writer
T he women's c ross count ry
team competed in the annual
Greater Louisville Classic last
weekend, hosted by the University of Louisville. Murray State finished 16 out of the 28 teams who
competed in the 5K race.
"It's been a good year so far,"
Head Coach Derrick Chavis said.
"T he ladies have been doing an
excellent job in training and getting prepared for meets."
Freshman Katelyn Jones had an
solid showing, fmishing 45 out of
239 runners, and posting a time of
18 minutes 37.21 seconds.
'"'Katelyn's having a great year,"
Chavis said. "She's a freshman and
has been the No. l runner at each
meet this season. She's come out

and had her personal best. and I
just think it's good she'~> running
this well and running with this
confidence. I think that sbe. along
with the other ladies on the team,
have a few more steps to take and
they are well on their way."
Also posting good marks was
sophomore Taylor Crawford who
finished in 84th place with a time
of 19:15.72.
''Taylor really steps it up,"
Chavis said. "She's a returning
sophomore and we looked for her
to come out strong."
Another freshman, Asenath
NaAman also placed well in the
event, coming in 95th with a time
of 19:21.84, while sophomore
Kristin Miller finishes 105th posting a time of 19:28.42.
Junior Alaina Zanin had a time
of 19:41.56, and finished in the 130

spot. Other runners for the Racers included Kristin Reffett posting 21:28.03. Emily Onnay with a
time of 21:57.22, Ashl~y Myszka
running at 22:29.39, and Amber
Thomas who recorded a time of
24:43.58.
"It's a training process really,"
Chavis said. "We're in the process
of sharpening and honing our
skills r ight now. Our ultimate goal
is to just be better than we were
last year. We've been working
bard and I think we'll have a better showing. I think we're one of
the .s trongest teams on the Ohio
Valley Conference this year."
For the Racers' next meet, they
will travel to Evansville, I nd. for
the Evansville Invitational next
weekend.
MSU showed well at the event
last year, placing 7th.

Chavis said he expects his team
to do just as well~if not better, this
time around.
"Well, there's about 10-12 teams
who compete and I think we're
just as good as most of them," he
said. "And rm looking forward to
a lot of girls stepping up. Taylor
Crawford should do well and then
we have Kristin Miller. We
thought we were going to lose her
for a few weeks because of an
ankle injury, but she's back and I
look for her to do well. We've
also got some incoming freshmen
who have really been doing well.
They're getting used to college
meets and what to expect and I
think they're adjusting well."
The Evansville Invitational Will
be held Oct. 13.
Sarah Tinsley can be reached at
sarah.tinsley@murraystate.edu.

Rifle teams wins match
to open the season
Steve Miller
Staff Writer
The Racer rifle team was victorious in their first match of the
year. On Saturday, the team traveled to Tennessee-Martin to participate in a (dual) shoulder-to-shoulder match. Murray State
shot a 2271 out of a possible 2400 in the air rifle category and 2255
out of 2400 in smallbore. Their combined score was 4526 out of
a possible 4800. The shooting was good enough to beat Tennessee-Martin's mixed team. whose combined score totaled 4436.
The women's team of Tennessee-Martin shot 4373.
Junior Kevin Witbrodt led the Racer's with a match high score
of 581 out of 600 in smallbore and a 577 out of 600 in air rifle. His
accuracy total was ll58 out of a possible 1200, earning him the
Pepsi Murray State Athlete of the Week honors. Senior Cameron
Hicks shot an 1142, and senior Dan Belluzzo fired an 1128. To wrap
up the Racer's scores, junior Erica Meece shot 551 in air rifle, and
sophomore Kasey Meyer fired a 547 in the smallbore category.
For Tennessee-Martin, Heather Tilson Jed the mixed team with
a total of 1162. For the women's team, Tennessee-Martin's Kellie
Zurkowski shot an 1149.
The Racer's rifle team will participate in the Memphis Tiger
Open on Saturday, and will then shoot in the Ole Miss Invitational on Sunday.
Steve Miller can be reached at steven.miller@murraystate.edu.
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T he weather roller coaster we have
been riding in Western Kentucky seems
to have taken a turn
toward normalcy.
With some much
needed rain, and
cooler temperatures
on the way it is starting to feel like hunting season. Although
it is still a while
befor e the rut will
possess the deer.
you can still arrow a
trophy in the early
season.
Hopefully you did
Steve · ·
some scouting in the
Miller
last
few
weeks Outdoor columnist
because if there is
one word that expresses deer behavior
before the rut, it is predictable. Bucks will
travel together in virtual serenity, and
does will be with their fawns. With rutting behavior non-existent, food, water,
and shelter is what motivates early season
deer movement. These calm deer are very
predictable this time of year, and with a
little homework, their movements
throughout the day can be patterned to a
tee.
Even though the weather may be cool·
ing off, mid-day highs can reach the upper
80's. T his means that deer will be moving
at night to avoid the heat. During the day.
they will bed in the cool shade of the
woods and fields with cover such as grass
or standing corn. With this in mind..you
can devise your plan of attack to best fit
with deer behavior.
As the sun starts to set, deer will begin
to stir and get up to feed and drink. You
want to find a good trail that connects
bedding areas to food and water sources.
The same strategy can be used in the
morning. Hunting early and late is when
you will see the most deer. Place a stand
over a trail and intercept deer as they
move from bedding to feeding areas and
vice versa.
During the day, your best bet may be to
stalk bedding areas. This can be extremely tough because you are going to the
deer and they are not coming to you. This
means that quiet movement, scent centrol. and stealth is very important. You
will have no chance if a deer sees you
before you see it. Stalk areas that are cool
and give the deer shelter from the heat. ·
With the rut around the corner, hunters
usually leave their calls at home. Deer
vocally communicate all year and not'j.ust
during the rut. Does w ill bleat to corrtlspond with their young and other members of the herd. This bleat is higher
pitched than an estrus bleat used during
the rut. You can find regular bleat calls in
stores, but they are largely overlooked by
hunters. Bucks will often used soft grunt
too. The intensity of the grunts will be
less than the angry tones of the rut.
Adjusting what calls you use and effectively mimicking the sounds of this tim:e
of year can bring that buck into bow
range.
One more thing to keep in mind this
time of year is patiences. Do not take a
shot that doesn't have a high chance of
connecting. You can be sure that if you
saw the deer once, you will see it again
this time of year. Do not make your presence known to the deer until you have a
good shot. If you do, that deer may
change his patterns and move to a different area.
While the deer won't be running
around recklessly at all hours of the day
as they do in the rut, you can still pattern
a good deer this time of year. r feel this is
more fun then "getting lucky" when a tro~
phy wanders past your stand as they are
chasing does during the mating seasQn,
There is a sense of accomplishment afte(
you learn the deer's movements, plan
your attack, and outsmart a trophy deer.
Get out in the woods and bring the hunt
to them. You may find it more satisfying
than hunting the rut.
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The line says...
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Steve Miller
Sports Writer
Last week: 3-7
Season record: 29-21

Aaron Weare
Sports Writer
last week:H
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Danny ShNidan

Racers compete in National Collegiate Bass Fishing Championships
Tim MacAllister
Staff Writer
It was a successful weekend for the Murray State
bass team.
The team came out with finishes of 53rd and 59tfi
out of 86 boats in the National Collegiate Bass Fishing Championships.
The Murray State bass fishing team sent two boats
with two fishers to Lake Lewisville, Texas, the site of
the tournament. After the first day the boat holding
Steve Miller and Drew Snider was in the 23rd posi·
tion and poised to make a run at the top five cut on
· the third day of the tournament.
Unfortunately the changing conditions left the
spots in which the two men were fishing fisbless
which would .hurt them in the coming days.
The conditions on the lake were not ideal for fishing, high temperatures and high winds consequently
made things difficult for aU of the competitors.
To only add to the difficulty of the task the fish that

were in fact being caught were not up to regulation
size for the competition. Competitors have to have
their fish span fourteen inches for it to count in the
final weigh in.
"We felt pretty good after Wednesday, we had a good
practice" said Kyle Cauley who was in the 59th place
boat with Dustin Phillips.
"After that though keepers were just hard to come
by. We had a lot of 8·10 inch fish but not a whole lot
of keepers."
The tournament will be televised in early January
on the Fox College Sports channel. The tournament
also helped to boost the team in the national ranking.
After the strong fulishes by both boats the team
has risen to lOth in the nation. Eclipsing many schools
that are much larger and traditionally have good programs. The future looks bright for the Murray State
bass fishing team.
Tim MacAllister can be reached at limothy.macal·
lister@murraysrate.edu.

racebook.com
Bass Flshlno team before the tournament, from left to riQht Steve Miller. Drew Snider, Kyle Cauley,
and Dustin Phillips.

Golf takes 17th at Western Carolina Great Smokies Tourney
Sarah Tinsley
Staff Writer
The women's golf team finished 17th out of
24 teams last weekend when they played in the
Western Carolina Great Smokies Invitational
in Cullowhee, North Carolina.
The event was played at Waynesville Country Club with a distance of 5, 920 and a par of
72.
"l don't think we played our best golf, but I

don't think we played our worst either," said
Head Coach Velvet Milkman. "We didn't play
bad, but I know we're a better team than 17th
place. I do still feel confident in our team's
ability however."
The team as a whole posted scores of 316
and 322 in rounds one and two, combining to
give them 638, 62 over par.
Chattanooga took the first-place spot with an
overall of 591, while Elon took second with 592
and South Alabama in third with 599.

"Chattanooga had a very good short-game,"
said Milkman. "They just made some putts
that we weren't able to and l think that made a
big difference."
Murray State's top golfer for the invitational
was freshman Alexandra Hintereger, who posted a team-best 36th place finish. Hintereger
had scores of76·79 for a total score of 155.
"Alex is doing great," said Milkman. "She's
just a freshman and she's off to a great start.
She has a good work ethic and I think she'll do

great things for Muray State."
Sophomores Megan McKinney finished in
49th after rounds of78-79=157, Andrea Downer
took 69th with scores of 81-80::169, Caroline
Lagerborg came in 89th with rounds of 8184::165. Junior Bethany Yates posted 99th with
83-85=168.
The Racers next match will be Monday in
Jonesboro, Arkansas at the Lady Indian Classic.
Sarah can be reached at sarah.tinsley@murraystate.edu.
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Changing markets and our changing life~tylcs can
send a oncc-balafl(:ed portfolio into disarray. 'fltat's
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portfolio rt~view at least once every year. Together we'U
asse8s how changes in your can·cr, aspirations and
goals can impact your prior investments and make the
necessary adjustments to help keep you on track.
1ltough we may he knuwledgt>ahl«: on the markets, no
one knows your life better than you.

Schedule your free portfolio review today, because
no one knows your financial goals better than you.
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Lone Gambian student adjusts to life in states
Casey Northcutt
Staff writer

Rick

Burre~/The

News

Ebrima Jarju, graduate student from Banjul, Gambia Is the only student from Gambia enrolled at Mur·
·ray State.

It's one thing to be a little fish in
a big pond. It's something else
entirely to be the only sea bass in
the Pacific Ocean.
Ebrima Jarju, graduate student
from Banjul, Gambia, knows the
feeling- he's the only student from
Gambia enrolled at Murray State.
He traded his country. known
as the smiling coast of Africa, for
small-town Kentucky at the
encouragement of his best friend,
Palamin Sarr, alumnus from Murray State.
jarju also needed higher educa·
tion to fulftll his dream of work·
ing for the United Nations, and
his other choice to study abroad,
England, seemed too expensive.
"I wanted (to) supplement my
education," he said. "(With) the
masters program, the more you
move up ... the more marketable
you are. When working in the
international arena, you have to
make sure you prepare yourself."
He said he arrived on campus
in December 2006 and plans to
stay until he has finished his
degree in organizational commu·
nication.
Although he received a friendly
welcome, the past nine months
haven't been free of obstacles and
culture s~ock.

For instance, be said people in
Gambia always greet each other
before starting conversation.
It took him a while to adjust to
America's more direct method of
communication.
"People just come to you with·
out greeting you," Jarju said. "...1
just fmd it difficult to talk to them
if they don't say 'good morning,'...
that was during my first two
months."
The biggest adjustment, he
said, was getting used to random
bouts of loneliness.
"I come from a different sod·
ety," he said. "I was living with
my parents at the age of 25 or 26.
I still sought advice from my par·
ents. Compare that to America,
where social bonds are loose..My
dad is not here to seek advice
from. I have to do things for
myself. I have to be a man, of
course. Sometimes, it's hard."
Even though his friend, Sarr
still lives in Murray, Jarju said the
on-campus experience might be
easier if he had other Gambians
close by to confide in- or at least
to cook with.
"I miss a lot of (my) diet," he
said. "I'm not a good cook. Peanut
butter sauce - I like that and I
miss it a lot. ... I miss a lot of (my)
diet, and I miss a lot of friends."
Although be sometimes feels
lonely, Jarju said he bas found

Murray to be a pleasant and wet:•
coming town- even if Wal·Mart
doesn't carry peanut butter sauce.
"I have a lot of friends and all
my friends are willing to help
when I have problems," be said.
"The people I met down here arf.(:
so nice, so it was like I was in my·
second home."
•
He said he owed his comfort to
several people on campus, espe·
dally Curris Center Director Jim:
Bauer, International Student'
Adviser Mark Galloway, Directo~
of International Studies Michael
Basile, Professor of Organizational Communications Stephen Cox, ·
Director of the Adventures in
Math and Science Office Doris·
Clark·Sarr, International Student
Adviser Bill Mckibben and Asso~
ciate Vice President Bonnie Hig·'
ginson.
With all of these people back-·
ing him, Jarju said he is trying to·
persuade more Gambians to
enroll at Murray State.
·•
He said despite a few hardships,
the experience is decidedly bene· '
ficial.
"Now I believe I can survive in
any international arena, any orga-·
nization, any place,• he said...I'
have confidence that I can survive
and adapt to the environment." ,'
Casey Northcutt can be
reached at casey.nortbcutt@
murraystate.edu.
.•
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#54. Make the executive decision
to give your students ONE Friday off
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'Good Luck Chuck' shows crude comedy
A ssistant College Life Editor Ashley Edwards writes the
'movie reviews.

: T he vulgarity in "Good Luck Chuck" pushes the limits, cons).lmed by raunchy sex scenes and dirty jokes that make up this
lllugh-out·loud comedy starring Dane Cook and Jessica Alba.
· At 10-yrs·old, Charlie Logan (Cook) puts a hex on him by a
gpth girl when he refuses to kiss her during a game of Spin the
Bottle.
' Fast-forward 25 years and Charlie, now Chuck, is a successful
dentist who can't seem to find the right girl.
While at an ex-girlfriend's wedding, Chuck discovers he may
b.e his own problem when he sees all of his exes have found !JUe
_
l9ve with the man they dated after him.
: When word gets around about Chuck's luck, women begin
tflrowing themselves at him for a quickie and a chance to fi nd
ttue love. Romantic, right? Chuck actually resists at first but is
easily convinced by his best friend Stu (Dan Cobbler) he would
be providing a great service to these women by sleeping with
them and helping them find love.
: At this point in the film, there is a long, graphic split-screen
sequence of his many sexual encounters that will have perverted men on the edge of their seats.
Fortunately for the women in the audience, Chuck soon discovers sex without love is not all it's cracked up to be, and he
turns his back on his promiscuous lifestyle.
' Soon Chuck meets Cam (Alba), an accident-prone penguin
enthusiast, at a wedding.
When a genuine romance blooms, he realizes he has to break
the curse for good before the one girl be wants to be with finds
love with the next guy.
The movie. has its repulsive moments. For example, Chuck's
chubby friend Stu is a plastic surgeon who masturbates to
moogram pictures and into grapefruits.
1
The whole hexed thing is sketchy, and the hundreds of tired
sex jokes are slightly annoying, but I think they work in this film
if you don't take them seriously.
' Alba is charming and her chemistry with Cook is obvious.
Although her cute klutz act is not about to get her noticed for the
more serious roles she claims to crave, she outshines the other
actors, leaving you anticipating her next scene.
"Good Luck Chuck" is an entertaining ftlm with some of the
most disturbing scenes I've ever seen mixed with some of the
funniest.

photo courtesy oi lion,g.1tt•.com

Jessica Alba and Dane Cook star In the comedy 'Good luck Chuck.' Cook plays a hexed dentist pursulno Alba, an accldent·prone penouln specialist.
That being said. if you are even slightly conservative and easily offended, do not sec this movie.
"Good Luck Chuck" makes scenes from the unrated version of
"Wedding Crashers" seem prudish.
This film is knee-slapping funny (I did it several times myselO.
but il may be at the expense of cruueness.
Cook and Alba serve as great eye candy and nlthough the end
is predictable, "Good Luck Chuck" gives you a bang. literally, for
your buck.
"Good Luck Chuck" is currently in theaters.
Ashley Edwards can be rea('hed at ashleyb.edwards@
murraystate.edu.

Zero frames: Save your cash
One frame: Catch it on TV if you're bored
Two frames: Rent it
Three frames: Head to the box office
Four frames: Hello, Criterion Collection

Quick car ride to festival, historic site, zoo, Victorian house
Evansville, Ind.
Whether you're in the mood
for a fried Twinkie, a glimpse of
history or a look at 'wildlife,
Evansville, Ind., can satisfy your ~;;:.t~~
craving this weekend.
The 83rd annual West Side Nut
Club Falh~estival, which ~ takes
place ju~ little over t~ hours
north of Murray, began Monday and
continues through Saturday. This annual
celebration offers everything from musical entertainment to
lides, food and parades.
: One of the festival's offerings, Amateur Hour, is a nightly
~yent showcasing talented young people from the tri-state area.
:: More than 100 acts were judged several weeks prior to the fesiival and were narrowed to 60 acts, which compete at the festival.
: ~ Nightly winners battle for the title at 7 p.m. Friday at the evenr,') main stage.
::The Fall Festival also features an entire street of more than 25
lood booths. The festival's Web site, nutclub.org, includes a
Nlunchie Map with an alphabetical listing of foods with corresponding booth numbers, so attendees can easily locate appealJhg items.
: Some items showcased include alligator jerky, frog legs, fried
'reen tomatoes, deep-fried Twinkies, chocolate covered crickets
and fresh squid.
The booths are open for lunch each day and stay open until 9
p.m., crowd flow permitting. On Saturday, the booths open ear-

i

~er.

The West Side Nut Club Fall Festival features parades
throughout the week. Saturday morning's pet parade wiU feature
children walking their pets. The parade starts at 10 a.m., travel·
ing west on West Franklin Street past the main stage located at
12th Avenue.
The main parade on Saturday night includes about 100 units,
featuring floats and marching bands. The parade starts at 6:30
p.m. and follows West Franklin Street to St. Joseph Avenue.
The Ring of Fire. Round Up, Antique Cars and Tilt-A-Whirl
are just a few of the more than 30 rides at the festival.
If the Fall Festival doesn't appeal to you, Evansville offers
tourist sites throughout the year.
For more than one thousand yc~us, southwestern Indiana was
home to many Native Arrlericans. Today, Angel Mounds State
Historic Site is nationally recognized as one of the best-preserved prehistoric Native American sites in the United States.
Preservation and archaeological efforts at Angel Mounds State
Historic Site provide a look at this developed culture of the past.
At Evansville's Mesker Park Zoo and Botanic Garden you will
see more than 625 animals roaming freely in their natural habitats surrounded by exotic plants, wildflowers and trees. The 50acre park also features a children's Enchanted Forest, paddleboats, bumper boats and a tram.
Reitz Home Museum in Evansville is a Victorian house museum found in the city's downtown Historic Preservation District.
It Is one of the country's finest examples of French second
empire architecture. Authentic period furniture. much of it original, is arranged in the house, which bas silk damask-covered
walls and hand painted ceilings. French gilt cliandeliers, intricately patterned hanu·laid wood parquet floors, tiled and marbled fireplaces and stained-glass-windows make this a site to
see.

Wesselman Woods is habitat for a wide variety of animal
species and offers over six miles of walking trails within the preserve. Occasional sightings of foxes. coyotes and woodpeckers
make this a must-see in Evansville.
For more information about the city of Evansville, check out
evansvillecvb.org/visitor-information.
Every week the College Life section provides fun and frugal trip ideas. Clip out each
refer to it when you get in arut and need to get away or are itch·
lnq for an exc1tinq adventure.
If you know of an interesting or entertaining event going on within a day·s car ride,
send your Cheap Trip information and a phone number to rebecca.paskievichGI
murraystate.edu.
Also. if you qet a chance to go to one of our Cheap Trip destinations. send an e-mail
to say how it went. Safe travels!
w~k·s destination and

West Side Nut Club Fall Festival Schedule of Events
Thursday, Oct. 4:
6:45 p.m. Youths of the Day
7 p.m. Amateur Hour
8-10 p.m. Hoosier Daddy
Friday, Oct. 5:
5--6:45 p.m. Laurden &Andy
7 p.m. Amateur Hour Finals
8-10 p.m. The Browne Sisters
Saturday, Oct. 6:
10 a.m. Pet Parade
6:30 p.m. Main Parade
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Sorority's 27th Mr. MSU a success
Ashley Henson
Staff writer
Jake and Alonzo Blues would be proud.
T he Blues Brothers were a running theme
Friday night as Phillip DuVentrc, senior
from Jackson. Tenn.. stunned Lovett
Auditorium. tap-dancing his way to win
the title of Mr. MSU 2007.
DuVcntrc, who was sponsored by the
National Panhellenic Council, included
several aspects of performance when
choosing his talent. It started with his
brother joining him for a rendition of
Michael Jackson's "Man in the Mirror,"
followed by a tap performance and finally ending on a note the crowd could really identify with, a rap to rhe theme song
of"The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air."
"I haven't taken tap lessons for 10
years. but I thought it would be something cool to add," DuVentre said. "I
bought some tap shoes and went on
YouTube to look at some videos. I used
"Man in the Mirror" by Michael Jackson
because I really liked the song and I also
got to incorporate my brother in the
beginning."
Alpha Omicron Pi presented its annual
philanthropic event, Mr. MSU to a crowd
of faculty, students and parents as part of
the Family Weekend celebration.
This year's theme was "House of
Blues," and the panel of 16 contestants
blew the audience and judges away with

their opening dance, formal wear and the
talent competition.
The contestants proved early they
were worthy of performing in the "House
of Blues." Sporting black suits, hats and
sunglasses. the men entertained the
crowd with a choreographed dance to
"Soul Man."
Next, they were introduced to the audi·
cnce while modeling formal wear and
being escorted by senior members of
Alpha Omicron Pi.
Finally, the talent competition showed
off each contestant's unique. and often
comical, talent.
This was the 27th year for the pageant,
which raises money for The Arthritis
Foundation and the American Juvenile
Arthritis Association. Each ticket sold
was a direct donation to arthritis
research.
Whitney
Shirley,
senior
fro m
Clarksville, Tenn., and director of this
year's Mr. MSU, aid she was pleased with
the money raised for the sorority's philanthropy.
"This year, we raised $5.500 for Arthritis Research," Shirley said. "'All the
money from ticket sales, as well as entry
• fees from the contestants, directly went
to the cause."
Each organization on campus has the
opportunity to nominate someone for Mr.
MSU. Shirley said she believes the
increasing participation is a testament to

campus involvement.
"Each year, we have more and more
non·greek o rganizations par ticipate,"
Shirley said. "The diversity makes the
group of guys really unique and it shows
that you don't have to be greek to be Mr.
MSU. This year p roves that."
An event of this caliber needs support
from everyone involved, Shirley said.
All members of Alpha Omicron Pi
worked hard in making this pageant a
success.
Brooke Dunbar, sophomore from
Dixon, Ky.• and assistant philanthropic
chair for the sorority, was involved in
producing the night's opening number.
..We had such a talented group of guys
who were willing to get out there and
really participate," Dunbar said. "AU contestants were ready to dance like the
Blues Brothers. They also kept surprising
us with their unique and interesting talents."
The members of Alpha Omicron Pi
weren't the only ones working hard.
DuVentre said the most stressful part
was the week leading up to the pageant.
"Throughout that week, I didn't really
have my routine together," DuVentre
said. "I was just tapping in my room, trying to come up with something. Even the
day before the pageant, I was still working on my talent.';
Ashley Henson can be reached at
ashlcy.henson@murraystate.edu.

Photo courtesy of Valerie Yanko~

leonard Matlock. senior from Collierville, Tenn., won Mr. Congeniality last
friday at the Alpha Omicron PI Mr. MSU competition.

2007 Mr. MSU contest winners
• Mr. MSU • Phillip DuVentre
·1st Runner Up - Colin Lee
• 2nd Runner Up • Marshall Welch
• 3rd Runners Up • Andrew Grassman and Andrew OP McCubbins
• 4th Runner Up • Mason Carter
• Best Leqs • Bobby MaglaUQhlin
• Mr. Congeniality - Leonard Matlock
• Crowd Appeal - Phillip DuVentre

Photo courtt'5Y of Ryan Schuler.

Phillip DuVentre, second from left, senior from Jackson Tenn.. won the title of Mr. MSU 2007. He competed against 15other contestants.
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Studying abroad provides unique cultural experiences
Whitney Harrod
Staff writer

Photo courtesy of Megha n

Meghan Whitt, far left. senior from Henderson. Ky., poses In Interlaken,
Switzerland with Karen Carr, senior fromProspect, Ky., non"Student from,
and Jeff Lester, non-student from Harrodsburg. Ky.

Immanuel Lutheran

Church
comer of 15th and Main

If you open your passport today and
moths fl}' out of the Spider-webbed document, you need to revaluate your recent
traveling ventures, or lack there of.
The Kentucky Institute for International Studies CKIIS) can help you do just
that.
KIIS is an organization that gives Murray State students the opportunity to
study abroad in more than 15 countries.
According to KUS.org, KIJS was founded in 1975 when Dr. Milton Grimes took
seven third-year German language students from Murray State to Austria for
the very first time.
Now the KliS consortium includes 20
member schools in 15 countries.
The KIIS program is an acknowledged
leader in international education, their
Web site said. KIIS consortium schools
include the University of Kentucky, the
University of Louisville and Western
Kentucky University.
In a three-month semester program,
students can take up to 15 academic
hours, and in a one-month program, students can take up to six academic hours.
Students must hold a minimum sophomore standing by the time the program
begins and a GPA of at least 2.75.
Depending on the destination, a mini·
mum prerequisite of language courses
may be required.
Deadlines for the fall semester programs are in mid-March, deadlines for
the spring semester programs are at the
beginning of October and summer program deadlines are in mid-February. The
Murray State Study Abroad Office can
provide more details.
Interested students arc required to
'c omplete and :.ubmit an application,
essay, recommendations and pay an
application fee. KIIS offers scholarships
and financial aid.
Kelly Mackin, a KIIS student worker

n.dUIU

and sophomore from Philpot, Ky .. said
countries in Europe, especially France
and Spain, are the most popular places to
study.
China, where Mackin has studied. has
also become more important in the language and business environments.
Mackin said she experienced culture
shock in her attempts to become accustomed to Chinese culture.
..The most important thing to remember is that you're no longer in your home
country, so you need to be more alert
even though you're not necessarily in
more danger," Mackin said.
Megan Whitt, senior from Henderson,
Ky., traveled to Regensburg, Germany
with 12 other Murray State students and
two Murray State professors during the
fall of 2005 with the KIIS program.
"I chose Germany because it was centrally located and easy to travel to other
places.'' Whitt said. "You can be in other
countries within a few hours."
Whitt and other Murray State students
attended classes at the . University of
Regensburg.
Two of her classes were taught by German professors.
Whitt took a German language course,
an International Affair course, a German
cult1.1re course and an art appreciation
course. Classes were held Mo nday
through Thursday, allowing weekend
travel time.
"I didn't know a word of German so I
expected to be caught off guard at first,"
she said. "I was really homesick for the
frrst two weeks."
She said she had to get accustomed to
not speaking or reading English.
"Germans are more d irect and to the
point," she said. "I bad gotten used to the
German lifestyle especially going to the
grocery store every two days instead of
every month. Germans used bicycles as
the main mode of transportation."
On the weekends, Whitt and the other
Murray State students traveled by train

to cities like Vienna, Paris, London,
Venice and Florence.
Whitt's fall 2005 program in Regensburg. Germany cost around $6,100 without airfare.
Accommodations included apartmentstyle housing at the university's campus.
but students who bad completed U German language academic hours had ttl~
opportunity to live with German famiHe'ft~
The University of Regensburg was
completely equipped with an expansi~
library and internet-accessible computt.=r
labs, Whitt said.
:::
She said city buses provided free stU::
dent transportation around the city. •:
Whitt said the best way to learn a ne~
culture is by becoming immersed in it. :::
She learned the culture by obscrvil)g
road signs and listening to the way Jie<r.
ple looked, talked and acted.
::
When asked about German food, Whitt·
said some studen ts in her group thoufP.it
sausage would be everywhere.
::
Familiar food genres like Mexican, ltal;
ian and Asian were popular, she said. :::
"At first I didn't like bratwurst, but jt
grew to be my favorite food." she saitL
"Beer and wine is a big part of the Ger':
man culture."
::
Beer and wine were served in the unt:
versity cafeteria and in vendirti
machines, she saicL
•..:
Whitt said she thinks that studying
abroad should be mandatory because jt
encourages students to look beyom!
America.
As someone who was apprehensi$
about traveling overseas, she said sh};
now considers working in Europe aft~
graduation.
~4
Mackin said along with KIIS s tudy
abroad opportunities, the p rogram offers
internships in Vienna and Mexico.
"Studying abroad will really make you
app reciate what you have," Mackin said.
"You will learn so much about yourself."
Whitney Harrod can be reached at

:t

whitney.harrod@murraystate.edu.
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